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Abstract

The lipid-producing model alga Nannochloropsis oceanica has a distinct photosynthetic

machinery. This organism possesses chlorophyll a as its only chlorophyll species, and has a

high ratio of PSI to PSII. This high ratio of PSI to PSII may affect the redox state of the plasto-

quinone pool during exposure to light, and consequently may play a role in activating photo-

protection mechanisms. We utilized pulse-amplitude modulated fluorometry to investigate

the redox state of the plastoquinone pool during and after bright light pulses. Our data indi-

cate that even very intense (5910 μmol photons s-1m-2 of blue light having a wavelength of

440 nm) light pulses of 0.8 second duration are not sufficient to completely reduce the plasto-

quinone pool in Nannochloropsis. In order to achieve extensive reduction of the plastoqui-

none pool by bright light pulses, anaerobic conditions or an inhibitor of the photosynthetic

electron transport chain has to be utilized. The implication of this finding for the application of

the widely used saturating pulse method in algae is discussed.

Introduction

Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) fluorometry has proven a valuable technique for studying

the photosynthetic performance of plants and algae in situ [1, 2].

A PAM fluorometer assesses variable chlorophyll fluorescence by applying very weak mea-

suring light pulses that ideally do not induce photosynthesis. The fluorescence induced by

these low energy light pulses can be electronically isolated from the fluorescence induced by

other light sources. Consequently, the fluorescence signal obtained by a PAM fluorometer is

easily interpreted and independent of applied light sources, which could include photosynthet-

ically active light or additional saturating light pulses. Sophisticated PAM fluorometry tech-

niques have been developed that allow for the assessment of photosynthetic performance and

for the characterization of different mechanisms that modulate chlorophyll fluorescence.

Modulation of chlorophyll fluorescence

The main modulator of chlorophyll fluorescence is the redox state of QA, a plastoquinone that

is the first stable electron acceptor of Photosystem II (PSII). From QA the electron passes to
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QB, which is a PSII-associated member of the plastoquinone pool. If QA is oxidized, excitation

energy captured in the light harvesting complexes associated with PSII (LHCII) is efficiently

used for charge separation, and the fluorescence emission will thus be low [3]. However, if QA

is already reduced, and therefore unable to accept an electron, excitation energy captured by

chlorophylls in the light harvesting complexes will be given off as fluorescence.

A second mechanism that modulates the fluorescence yield is state transitions. If an alga or

a plant receives an unusually high amount of light energy, electrons can accumulate in the elec-

tron transport chain leading to the generation of reactive oxygen species. In order to avoid the

production of reactive oxygen species, some plants and algae are able to move some of their

light harvesting complexes (LHCs), which are usually associated with PSII to Photosystem I

(PSI). This re-balances the photosynthetic electron transport chain, as fewer electrons are gen-

erated by PSII and more electrons are being disposed of by PSI. While state transitions have

been established in plants [4] and certain algae [5], state transitions are not thought to be a

major contributor to modulating fluorescence in heterokont algae, such as Nannochloropsis.
State transitions can also be induced by oxygen depletion [6, 7]. When cells are deprived of

oxygen, which is their usual mitochondrial terminal electron acceptor, they will no longer be

able to re-oxidise NADH to NAD+ [8]. Consequently, electrons will accumulate within the

cell, and eventually also reduce the PQ pool.

A third mechanism that modulates fluorescence is the conversion of certain pigments

within the light harvesting complexes, enabling them to dissipate excitation as heat. Violax-

anthin, which is a light harvesting xanthophyll pigment, can be converted via antheraxanthin

into zeaxanthin, which is efficient in converting excess excitation energy into heat. This pro-

tective pathway is termed the xanthophyll cycle, and has been demonstrated in plants and

green algae. It is also thought of as a major modulator of fluorescence in heterokont algae [9].

An additional, often neglected fluorescence modulating mechanism is the decrease in chlo-

rophyll fluorescence yield occurring when oxidised plastoquinones interact with chlorophyll a
molecules. This type of fluorescence modulation was termed “non-photochemical quenching

of chlorophyll a by oxidised plastoquinone” by Haldimann and Tsimilli-Michael in 2005 [10],

and was first described by Vernotte et al. in 1979 [11]. The effect of this quenching mechanism

can be observed in conditions that reduce the plastoquinone pool, such as anaerobic condi-

tions [12].

Photochemical vs. non-photochemical quenching

A decrease in fluorescence is often termed “fluorescence quenching”, indicating that the

energy captured by the light harvesting complexes is dissipated by other means than via emit-

ting fluorescence. If excitation energy is utilized by PSII to perform a charge separation, a

“photochemical quench”, mainly modulated by the availability of oxidized QA, is present. A

decrease in the chlorophyll fluorescence yield that is not caused by photochemistry is called

non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) as a collective term. Both state-transition-dependent

quenching and xanthophyll-cycle-dependent quenching are established types of non-photo-

chemical quenching.

The saturating light pulse method

The saturating light pulse method is an experimental approach that has been devised to deter-

mine the amount of photochemical quenching. This approach uses saturating light pulses that

have been shown to completely reduce the PQ pool in plants and green algae. In this condition,

no electron acceptors are available for QA, and consequently every QA will be reduced, thus

eliminating all photochemical quenching. For work in plants and green algae a standard
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nomenclature for different fluorescence levels has been adopted. The maximum fluorescence

yield that can be achieved during a bright light pulse is termed Fm. In contrast, the lowest pos-

sible fluorescence yield, F0 (both Fm and F0 are defined in dark, aerobic conditions), is the

ground fluorescence of the light harvesting complexes of the system recorded in measuring

light, which is weak enough to not cause any reduction of QA. During measuring light, the PQ

pool stays largely oxidized.

The saturating light pulse method is also able to assess non-photochemical quenching. For

this purpose, a reference condition is chosen where non-photochemical quenching is absent. In

plants and algae, this is the case in dark and oxygenated conditions, where light harvesting com-

plexes have been shown to be associated with PSII, and the xanthophyll cycle is not engaged.

After exposure to light or other conditions known to modulate chlorophyll fluorescence, the

decrease in chlorophyll fluorescence induced by saturating light pulses is interpreted as NPQ.

The saturation pulse method has also been applied to heterokont algae, such as Phaeodacty-
lum [13, 14] or Nannochloropsis [15]. However, the suitability of applying this method in Nan-
nochloropsis has not been tested in detail.

Saturation pulse method in Nannochloropsis

In this report, we investigate if the saturation pulse method can be applied to the heterokont

alga Nannochloropsis. This alga has emerged as a model organism due to its ability to produce

triacylglycerols and ω3-fatty acids [16, 17], as well as pigments and antioxidants [18].

The photosynthetic machinery of Nannochloropsis is similar to other heterokont algae.

However, some Nannochloropsis-specific features in the pigmentation and photosystem ratio

have been recognized. Unlike many other heterokont algae, which utilize both chlorophyll a
and c in their light harvesting complexes, Nannochloropsis only possesses chlorophyll a [19].

Also, contrary to green algae and plants, where the ratio between PSI and PSII has been shown

to lie between 0.53–0.67 [20], the PSI to PSII ratio in Nannochloropsis is about 1.7 [21]. This

high ratio of PSI to PSII may make it difficult to fully reduce the PQ pool by bright light pulses

used in the saturating light pulse method.

Materials and methods

Preparation of cell cultures

Nannochloropsis oceanica CCMP1779 obtained from the National Center for Marine Algae

and Microbiota (NCMA) was utilized in the study. Pre-cultures were incubated at 18˚C and a

light intensity of 200 μmol photons m-2s-1. In all liquid cultures, f/2 medium was utilized [22].

For experiments, cultures with cells in the exponential growth phase were harvested and

concentrated to a chlorophyll concentration of 40 μg Chl a/ml.

The samples were dark acclimated for three hours prior to starting PAM measurements.

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was included in certain measurements. The strain CC-4532

mt- obtained from the Chlamydomonas Resource Center at the University of Minnesota was

utilized. TrisAcPO4 (TAP) medium was utilized for the liquid Chlamydomonas cultures. The

pre-cultures of C. reinhardtii were incubated in the same conditions as the pre-cultures of Nan-
nochloropsis, and a chlorophyll a concentration of 40 μg/ml was used for experiments. Chlamy-
domonas samples were dark-acclimated one hour prior to measurements.

PAM fluorometry

For the PAM measurements, a MultiColor PAM fluorometer (Walz, Germany) coupled to an

Oxygraph oxygen measurement device (Hansatech, United Kingdom) was used. A volume of

Plastoquinone pool reduction during bright light pulses
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2 ml of cell sample was used for every measurement. During measurements, 0.8 second long

bright light pulses of 1600 μmol photons m-2s-1 of blue light (440 nm) were applied every min-

ute. In the result part, data from every fourth measurement is shown. Our experimental setup

for measuring oxygen and chlorophyll fluorescence simultaneously, allowed usage of light

intensities as high as 1600 μmol photons m-2s-1. The MultiColor PAM instrument used also

enabled us to choose between saturating light pulses of white and blue light. To assure that the

bright light pulses used were saturating (a saturating light pulse is usually defined as a white

light pulse having a light intensity above 2000 μmol photons m-2s-1), we chose to use light

pulses of blue light, having a wavelength that matches the 440 nm absorption peak of chloro-

phyll a. Plants and alga absorb only about half the photons in white light, due to the absorption

properties of their pigments. The effective light intensity of blue light is therefore about twice

as high as white light. The intensity of blue light used in these experiments is consistent with

the intensity required to achieve saturating light pulses.

Experiments investigating the effects of anaerobic conditions and high light with and with-

out the use of a b6f complex inhibitor were performed with the setup combining PAM mea-

surements and oxygen measurements. Since this experiment setup restricted the intensity of

the bright light pulses to 1600 μmol photons m-2s-1, an additional experiment was conducted

investigating ten bright light pulse intensities ranging from 715 to 5910 μmol photons m-2s-1.

This experiment was performed in aerobic conditions, allowing a different setup where the

illumination source could be moved closer to the sample, yielding a higher maximum light

intensity of the bright light pulses.

The inhibitor 2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropylbenzoquinone (DBMIB) (stock solution:

20 mM) was added to a final concentration of 20 μM.

The cells were left in complete darkness for 12 minutes before DBMIB was added. After 12

more minutes, actinic white light (960 μmol photons/m2s) was turned on for 32 minutes. The

same actinic light intensity was used for illuminating untreated cells. To obtain anaerobic con-

ditions, cells were placed into the sealed chamber of the oxygen electrode, with respiration in

the dark leading to oxygen depletion.

Processing of PAM data

The raw data was extracted from the MultiColor PAM and the Oxygraph software packages,

and MATLAB was utilized to normalize and plot the data. To facilitate comparison of fluores-

cence signals between the different experiments, the raw data was normalized (the F0 value

prior to the first bright light pulse was set to zero, while the averaged Fm values of the first

group of pulses in each experiment, were set to 100).

The variable fluorescence kinetics after bright light pulses were analysed to gain insights

into the reduction state of the PQ pool. For this the rate constant (λ) of the chlorophyll fluores-

cence signal after a bright light pulse (A(t)) was determined by fitting the data to an exponen-

tial decay function with baseline offset (y) using MATLAB.

AðtÞ ¼ A0 � e
� lt þ y ð1Þ

Results and discussion

In this study, we investigated if the saturation pulse methodology can be applied to the hetero-

kont model alga Nannochloropsis. In particular, we were interested if the bright pulses of light

intended to induce maximum fluorescence yield (Fm) has the same effect in Nannochloropsis
as in green algae and plants.

Plastoquinone pool reduction during bright light pulses
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Saturating light pulse analysis under different conditions

To investigate the effect of bright light pulses in Nannochloropsis we selected parameters rou-

tinely used for saturating light pulse analysis in plants and green algae. We chose light pulses

with a length of 0.8 s and an intensity of 1600 μmol of 440 nm (blue) photons m-2s-1. To assess

if these pulses fully reduce the PQ pool we investigated three conditions known to completely

reduce the PQ pool in plants and green algae. These conditions include (A) high light treat-

ment (B) anaerobic conditions and (C) blocking the photosynthetic electron transport chain

by utilizing the cytochrome b6f complex inhibitor DBMIB (Fig 1).

Following the standard methodology, light pulses in dark-adapted samples were used to

assess the maximum fluorescence yield in the absence of non-photochemical quenching (Fig

1A’,B’ and 1C’). The fluorescence yield of these saturating light pulses is marginally lower than

the fluorescence yield observed in high light conditions (Fig 1A”). In anaerobic conditions

(Fig 1B”), the maximum fluorescence initially increases, and then decreases again over time.

The biggest increase in pulse-induced fluorescence is seen in the presence of DBMIB in high

light (Fig 1C”‘). Normalized fluorescence yields from the experiments summarized in Fig 1 are

displayed in Fig 2.

The maximum fluorescence levels in the Nannochloropsis experiments displayed in Fig 1

follow a different pattern compared to well-documented observations from plants and green

algae. In these organisms, bright light pulses induce the maximum fluorescence yield in dark

aerobic conditions, while reduction of the PQ pool (through light or anaerobic conditions)

leads to NPQ and a reduced light pulse-induced maximum fluorescence. In Nannochloropsis,
light pulse induced fluorescence yields that are higher than the ones observed in dark-adapted,

aerobic conditions can be achieved through actinic light and anaerobic conditions.

The low fluorescence yield in dark aerobic conditions may indicate the presence of a fluo-

rescence quenching mechanism, which is diminished in high light conditions, anaerobic con-

ditions and especially in the presence of DBMIB. This fluorescence quenching may occur

within the light harvesting complexes, or may also be caused by an incomplete reduction of

the primary fluorescence modulator QA in dark aerobic conditions, due to an incomplete

reduction of the PQ pool. In order to gain further insight into the reduction state of the plasto-

quinone pool of Nannochloropsis in different experimental conditions, the kinetics of change

in variable chlorophyll fluorescence after bright light pulses were investigated.

The fluorescence level after 10 ms of bright illumination (commonly referred to as the I

level in the OIDP nomenclature [23]) is thought to reflect the accumulation of electrons on

QA. This initial level is quite similar in the dark conditions of all three experiments (Fig 2A’,

2B’ and 2C’, and also in high light, anaerobic conditions and in the presence of DBMIB in

darkness. Only in DBMIB-treated cells in high light is this initial fluorescence level visibly ele-

vated (Fig 2C‴).

There are two models to explain the fast-rise (O to the I level) and the subsequent slower

phases (IDP) of chlorophyll fluorescence induction. The first model assumes the existence of

different populations of PSII that differ in their ability to transfer electrons from QA to QB

[24]. The basis for the difference in QA to QB transfer could be an intrinsic property of PSIIs or

be based on differences in accessibility to oxidized PQ. The second model used to explain the

two phases of the fluorescence induction assumes that the reduction of QA is the cause of the

initial fast fluorescence increase (O to I), whereas the reduction of the plastoquinone pool

leads to the subsequent slow increase in fluorescence (I to P). The second model assumes that

oxidized plastoquinones quenches fluorescence, most likely via transient electron transfer

between oxidized plastoquinones and chlorophyll a [10]. Light-induced reduction of the plas-

toquinone pool requires movement of plastoquinones through the thylakoid membrane and

Plastoquinone pool reduction during bright light pulses
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Fig 1. Variable chlorophyll fluorescence assessed by the saturation pulse method in Nannochloropsis cells in A)

Actinic light (960 μmol photons m-2s-1), B) Anaerobic conditions, and C) Actinic light after treatment with the

cytochrome b6f complex inhibitor DBMIB. Saturating light pulses were applied every 4 minutes. Panel A, split by a

Plastoquinone pool reduction during bright light pulses
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docking of oxidized plastoquinones to PSII prior to electron transfer from QA [25]. The second

phase being slow and showing temperature dependence is in line with the second model [26].

Common to both models is that they both predict that a fully reduced PQ pool will abolish

fluorescence quenching. The saturation pulse method uses bright light pulses to reduce the PQ

pool and thereby determine the maximum fluorescence yield. However, the fluorescence induc-

tion kinetics observed during bright light pulses in Nannochloropsis in darkness and in high

light (Fig 2) do not show a typical OIDP transient. The lack of fluorescence increase beyond the

first inflection point of the fluorescence induction curve (the I level in plants) can be interpreted

as the PQ pool already being reduced at this inflection point, or that the PQ pool remains oxi-

dized during the bright light pulse. Anaerobic conditions, which are known to reduce the PQ

pool in a variety of organisms, reveal an OIDP transient that is similar to the one observed in

plants, thus indicating that the PQ pool is oxidized in aerobic conditions, and can be reduced

by bright light pulses in anaerobic conditions. Chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics in dark-

adapted cells in the presence of DBMIB do not possess a typical OIDP transient. There is also

no OIDP transient in DBMIB-treated and in highlight-treated cells. Surprisingly, the lack of the

OIDP transient in DBMIB-treated cells could indicate that the PQ pool is not reduced by satu-

rating light pulses, even if electron transport through the cytochrome b6f complex is blocked.

Fluorescence decay kinetics as indicator of PQ reduction

To gain insights into the reduction state of the PQ pool after bright light pulses, the decrease in

chlorophyll fluorescence immediately following the pulses was analysed. After bright light

pulses, the reduced QA
- is re-oxidized, leading to a gradual decrease in chlorophyll fluores-

cence over time. In plants and green algae the oxidation of QA
- is due to different processes

that can be kinetically grouped within three time domains.

Post-illumination oxidation of QA
- in the fastest time domain is dependent of the availabil-

ity of oxidized QB that is present immediately after a bright light pulse. This QB-dependent

QA
- oxidation is based on (a) the oxidation of QA

- by QB or QB
- (half time ~300 μs, [27, 28]),

(b) the exchange of QB
2- with an oxidized PQ (half time of electron transport from QA to QB

when QB has to bind first ~1,3–2 ms [27]), and (c) the diffusion of oxidized PQ between the

cytochrome b6f complex and PSII (half time ~15 ms [28]). Consequently, the decrease in chlo-

rophyll fluorescence due to these fast QA
- oxidation events is mostly completed after 50 ms.

Post-illumination oxidation of QA
- in the second fastest time domain (half time 200 ms) is

due to recombination of QA
- with the donor side of PSII. It has been demonstrated that the

kinetics of QA
- oxidation by donor-side electron acceptors is dependent on the redox state of

the PQ pool [29] and independent of oxygen concentration [30].

Post-illumination oxidation of QA
- the third fastest time domain (half time of several sec-

onds) is due to the oxidation of the PQ pool by oxygen-dependent consumption of electrons

[30]. The responsible oxidases may be located in the chloroplast (e.g. the plastid terminal oxi-

dase, abbreviated PTOX), or coupled by electron shuttles to the cytoplasmic and mitochon-

drial electron transport chain [31].

vertical line shows the data recorded in darkness (A’), and the data recorded in the presence of high actinic light (A”).

The zero time point is defined as the time point when the actinic light was turned on. Panel B, also split by a vertical

line, shows the data recorded when oxygen was still available to the cells (B’), and the data recorded after the cells

entered anaerobiosis (B”). The red graph shows the oxygen concentration throughout the experiment, and the zero

time point is defined as the moment when the oxygen was depleted. Panel C, split by two vertical lines, shows the

fluorescence data recorded in darkness before the addition of DBMIB (C’), in darkness after the addition of DBMIB

(C”) and after the application of high actinic light (C”‘). The zero time point is defined as the moment when the actinic

light was turned on.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175184.g001
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We have analysed the chlorophyll fluorescence decrease in the second fastest phase, which–

in analogy to higher plants -, we assume to rely on the recombination of QA
- with the donor

side of PSII, to gain insights into the reduction state of the PQ pool after saturating light pulses.

Fig 3A shows rate constants for the fluorescence decrease after bright light pulses in different

Fig 2. Variable chlorophyll fluorescence emitted by Nannochloropsis oceanica cells during bright light pulses. Graph series A shows the high light

experiment performed without DBMIB (A’–fluorescence signal of dark adapted cells in darkness, A”–fluorescence signal in high light). Graph series B shows

the anaerobic experiment (B’–fluorescence signal of aerobic cells, B”–fluorescence signal of anaerobic cells). Graph series C shows the results from the high

light experiment performed in the presence of DBMIB (C’–fluorescence signal of dark-adapted cells in darkness without inhibitor, C”–fluorescence signal of

cells in darkness after the addition of DBMIB, C”‘–fluorescence signal of cells in high light, and in the presence of DBMIB). In both experiment A, B and C, the

colour of the fluorescence curve indicates when in the experiment the particular curve was recorded. The colours of the fluorescence curves proceed from

dark blue (the first recorded curves) via light blue, green, yellow and orange to red (the last recorded curves). The bar diagram (ABC) displayed in the upper

right panel summarizes the Fm values in the different phases of the three experiments.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175184.g002
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conditions (fluorescence curves displayed in Fig 2). The fit parameters obtained for fitting Eq

1 to fluorescence transients after a light pulse can be found in S1 and S2 Tables.

Subjecting the cells to anaerobic conditions and treatment with DBMIB (in dark-adapted

conditions and high light) leads to a significant decrease in the decay constants compared to

dark aerobic conditions (Fig 3A). This distribution of rate constants indicate that the PQ pool

has a higher degree of reduction after saturating light pulses in anaerobic conditions and in the

presence of DBMIB (dark-adapted and high light) compared to aerobic conditions (dark-

adapted and high light). We therefore concluded that bright light pulses with an intensity of

1600 μmol photons m-2s-1 of blue light (440 nm) leave the PQ pool oxidized.

The apparent inability of bright light pulses to reduce the PQ pool in standard (dark aero-

bic) conditions was further investigated. For this we varied the light pulse intensity (from 715

to 5910 μmol photons m-2s-1) and analysed the rate constants of the fluorescence curves in aer-

obic dark conditions in the presence and absence of DBMIB (Fig 3B). We also determined the

fluorescence kinetics subsequent to bright pulses of light in the green alga Chlamydomonas
under the same conditions.

Increasing the light intensity does not decrease the rate constants in untreated Nannochlor-
opsis cells, while a light-dependent decrease in rate constants for Chlamydomonas can be

observed. The rate constants for untreated Nannochloropsis cells are higher than the rate con-

stants for untreated Chlamydomonas cells. This indicates that even light pulses with very high

light intensity are unable to reduce the PQ pool in Nannochloropsis.
Addition of DBMIB reduces the rate constants after bright light pulses in Nannochloropsis

and Chlamydomonas to a similar level. This data indicate that in the presence of DBMIB, the

PQ pool of both Nannochloropsis and Chlamydomonas PQ is reduced after the application of

bright light pulses. This would be expected as DBMIB is thought to block electron transport at

the cytochrome b6f complex.

Conclusion and implications

Effect of bright light pulses

According to our interpretation of the fluorescence data, bright light pulses of 0.8 s are not suf-

ficient to reduce the PQ pool in untreated Nannochloropsis oceanica cells.

The most likely reason for this is the unusually high PSI:PSII ratio of about 1.7 [21, S1 Fig]

in Nannochloropsis . In plants, the PSI:PSII ratio has been found to lie between 0.53 and 0.67

[20]. The excess of PSI in Nannochloropsis may therefore be able to maintain a partially oxi-

dized PQ pool, even during bright illumination.

Our finding that the PQ pool in Nannochloropsis is not reduced by bright light pulses has

implications for interpreting results obtained by the saturating light pulse method, since a fully

reduced plastoquinone pool is a prerequisite for the application of saturating light pulse analy-

sis. Therefore, caution should be exercised when the saturating light pulse method is applied to

assess photosynthetic performance in Nannochloropsis.

The lack of a traditional plant OIDP transient

Our experiments in anaerobic conditions show a conventional OIDP transient, while in aero-

bic conditions, no IDP transient can be distinguished. We can think of two likely reasons for

the presence of the OIDP transient in anaerobic conditions. (1) One or more oxygen-depen-

dent electron transport pathways may oxidize PQ, but this electron sink is lost in anaerobic

conditions. The oxygen-dependent electron sink could consist of a Mehler-type reaction [32]

or be mediated by a chloroplast-located oxidase. Analysis of the Nannochloropsis gaditana
genome indicates the presence of a plastid terminal oxidase (PTOX) homologue. (2) With a
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Fig 3. (a) Rate constants of the chlorophyll fluorescence decay after a bright light pulse for all phases of the

three experiments performed. Averages of the rate constants after bright light pulses displayed in the different
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limited amount of possible electron acceptors present in anaerobic conditions, Nannochlorop-
sis PSI may exhibit variable fluorescence, depending on electron acceptors within PSI becom-

ing reduced. In plants and algae it is usually assumed that PSI does not possess variable

fluorescence, and only contributes to the base fluorescence level (F0). This may be different in

Nannochloropsis. Detailed fluorescence emission spectra may be utilized to discern a possible

PSI-dependent variable fluorescence in future studies.

Effect of DBMIB

Rate constants of fluorescence kinetics after bright light pulses indicate that DBMIB blocks

electron transport in Nannochloropsis. As in plants and algae, the cytochrome b6f complex is

the likely target for DBMIB. Interestingly, high light-induced reduction of the PQ pool in

DBMIB-treated Nannochloropsis cells appears to abolish one or more chlorophyll fluorescence

quenching mechanisms within minutes. A plant-derived interpretation of the observed

increase in maximum chlorophyll fluorescence is that PSII is gaining more excitation. This

interpretation is counter-intuitive for DBMIB-treated Nannochloropsis, as the correct physio-

logical response would be to avoid electron generation by PSII when the PQ pool is reduced.

Alternatively, the increase in fluorescence in high light and DBMIB-treated Nannochloropsis
cells may indicate PSII damage. In any case, the high light-induced changes in DBMIB-treated

cells serves as a reminder that plant-based interpretations may not be suitable for interpreting

chlorophyll fluorescence in Nannochloropsis.

Photoprotection in Nannochloropsis

The inability of high light to induce a reduced PQ pool in Nannochloropsis is also of rele-

vance for investigating photoprotection mechanisms in this alga. The most prominent

photoprotection mechanisms observed in plants and green algae are the xanthophyll cycle

and state transitions. In plants and green algae, state transitions are initiated by a reduced

PQ pool [4], while the xanthophyll cycle is initiated by a low pH in the thylakoid lumen

[33]. However, in Nannochloropsis it is unlikely that high light induces state transitions, as

the PQ pool remains partially oxidized. This might be one reason why state transitions so

far have not been detected in Nannochloropsis. Furthermore, electron transport through

the PQ pool and concomitant proton translocation occurs even at high light intensities in

Nannochloropsis. Therefore the pH-dependent xanthophyll cycle is likely more easily

induced in Nannochloropsis than in green algae and plants, where electron transport stalls

during high light illumination. When investigating mechanisms involved in photoprotec-

tion, the most common method for reducing plastoquinone is to subject the cells to high

light, usually not in the presence of DBMIB [15, 34]. Thus, an oxidized PQ pool under

high light intensities is in line with the observed predominance of the xanthophyll cycle as

a photoprotection mechanism in Nannochloropsis.

groups in Fig 2 are shown. A shows the average of decay rates in the high light experiment performed without

DBMIB (A’–fluorescence signal of dark adapted cells in darkness, A”–fluorescence signal in high light). B

shows the anaerobic experiment (B’–fluorescence signal of aerobic cells, B”–fluorescence signal of anaerobic

cells). Graph series C shows the results from the high light experiment performed in the presence of DBMIB

(C’–fluorescence signal of dark-adapted cells in darkness without inhibitor, C”–fluorescence signal of cells in

darkness after the addition of DBMIB, C”‘–fluorescence signal of cells in high light, and in the presence of

DBMIB). (b) Decay rates of chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics after bright light pulses in Nannochloropsis

oceanica and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii without and with the addition of DBMIB under varying intensities of

bright light pulses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175184.g003
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Supporting information

S1 Fig. 77K spectrum of Nannochloropsis, indicating a high ratio of PSI:PSII. 77K spectros-

copy spectrum of Nannochloropsis cells normalized to a chlorophyll concentration of 2.5 μmol

chlorophyll ml-1. The spectrum is normalized to 1.

(PNG)

S1 Table. Fluorescence decay parameters. Parameters resulting from the fitting of Eq 1 to the

decay part (0.8–3 s) of the fluorescence curves shown in Fig 2. The amplitudes (A0), decay

rates (λ), constants (y) and R2 values are shown as averages for the parts of the different experi-

ments. Group A’ and A” correspond to the groups of fluorescence curves recorded in darkness

(A’) and high light (A”) in the high light experiment performed without DBMIB. Group B’

and B” correspond to the groups of fluorescence curves recorded in aerobic conditions (B’)

and anaerobic conditions (B”) in the anaerobic experiment performed in darkness. Group C’,

C” and C”‘ correspond to the groups of fluorescence curves recorded in darkness without

inhibitor (C’), in darkness after the addition of DBMIB (C”), and in high light (C”‘) in the high

light experiment performed with DBMIB.

(CSV)

S2 Table. Fluorescence decay parameters. Standard deviations within the groups of variables

that were averaged to obtain the parameters shown in table S1 Table.

(CSV)
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